Members Present: Deborah Amberson, Shifra Armon, Wind Cowles, Lillian Guerra, Selman Hershfield, Tanya Koropeckyj-Cox, Peter Sin

In the absence of committee chair Gail Fanucci, Wind Cowles served as chair.

College Resource Dean: David Pharies

Meeting called to order at 10:45am

I. Minutes from October 31st 2012 were approved.

II. Resubmitted Discussion Item

Public Leadership Minor – APPROVE

III. Discussion Item

New Graduate Certificate in Applied Atmospheric Sciences – APPROVE

IV. UCC1s carried from the last meeting

ITW4XXX Dante’s Inferno – APPROVE

ITW4XXX Italian Theater – APPROVE

V. Resubmitted UCC1s

AFA44XX Black Hair Politics – APPROVE

VI. New UCC1s

ANG5XXX Collection and Analysis of Visual Data in Anthropology – RECYCLE

MEM3400 Palaces & Cities: An Introduction to Early Modern Communities – RECYCLE

PHI5XXX Topics in Philosophy – APPROVE

VII. New UCC2s

MEM3300 Castles & Cloisters: An Introduction to Medieval and Early Modern Communities – APPROVE

ANT2700 Introduction to Applied Anthropology – CONDITIONAL APPROVAL